
*  Elliptical 300 Gallon Tank

 * Raven 203 Controller

  *  Ace Centrifugal Pump

   *  Wilger Tip Monitors

    *  Aluminum Shields

     * 2” Quick Fill Valve

 WYLIE SPRAYERS...that’s it, that’s all.

Spray Shield
directed Sprayer

Folding Spray Shield wing flexes 10º for more 
versatility on terraces and uneven ground.

Folding Spray Shield

The straight bar Spray Shield features a 4x6 frame, “Switchback” transport 
system in lengths up to 330” (8-40”  rows).

The Wylie Spray Shield Directed Sprayer 
is the “state of the art” sprayer for Round-
up Ready™ cotton. The Spray Shield 
applies Roundup to the weeds while pro-
tecting the cotton foliage as the shields 
glide beneath the cotton canopy. Available 
in either a straight or folding configuration, 
the Spray Shield is a versatile, high speed 
sprayer that can be used throughout the 
crop season.  

The aluminum shields are more durable 
than plastic hoods since they do not crack 
under exposure to the sun. The shields 
are also protected by a parallel linkage 
and a rotational trip. 

 

* 8 Row-38”/40” or 12 Row-30”

* Two Rows Flex On Each End 10°

* Double 4x4 Frame

* Four Gauge Wheels For Complete Control

* 12 Row-40” or 16 Row-30” 
 Available On Special Frame

Spray Shield Features

  

wyliesprayers.com



Broadcast Coverage With Directed Accuracy

Back View – Spray is directed across the weeds 
while the shield protects the crop foliage.  No need 
to worry about crop damage with the low-profile 
aluminum shield...even during those mid to late season 
applications.

Top View – Dual 110º broadcast nozzles under each 
shield cover the weeds from row to row.

Side View – A 15º spray angle provides more 
uniform coverage for better weed control.

Shields rotate when obstructions are hit.  
Servicing of tips is also quick & easy!

General Specifications:
Overall Field Width    330”
Overall Transport Width (folding) 280”
Overall Length   103”
Capacity           300 Gal.

(Roundup™ and other herbicides should only be used on 
varieties that are herbicide tolerant. The Spray Shield will apply 

herbicide to the lower portion of the cotton stalk.)
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The “Switchback” transport system on the straight bar
Spray Shield makes in-line towing easy.

Amarillo
888-611-6175

Edinburg
800-514-9381

El Campo
800-474-2416

Garden City
800-995-4342

Lubbock
888-249-5162

Oklahoma City
888-665-5538

Waco
800-803-5845


